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ABSTRACT The study is a conversational analysis of conversations inside of busy beauty salons, in order to unfold the phases or rituals that are embedded within. The study sought to answer the following questions: 1. What are the phases or stages that are embedded in beauty salon conversations?; 2. How does the setting affect the conversation in beauty salons?; and 3. Does the length of the conversation dictate the topic or context that occurs in relation to phases? In conducting the study, the descriptive-correlational method was used. Results show that firstly, there are three phases that are apparently always present. The phases are the following: The Acknowledgement Phase - when the attendant acknowledges something, whether positive or negative, about the customer; The Suggestion Phase - when the attendant gives a suggestion which could enhance the physical aspect of the customer; and The Commercial Phase – the selling of products or other services of the salon to the customer. Secondly, the setting dictate the kind of topic in a conversation. It determines what is appropriate and what is not. And lastly, the length of the conversation between Attendants and Customers does not dictate a particular phase in beauty salon conversations as long as the phases are fulfilled.
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Volume 9 No. 1, Agustus 2009 : 22-38 1. INTRODUCTION Are conversations ritualistic? Do participants subconsciously follow a structure every time they engage in a conversation? We all agree that discourse, especially verbal, is a very complex phenomenon which involves, among other things, structural, cognitive and pragmatic factors, all interacting one with another (Huang, 1999). So trying to analyze a structure that is supposedly embedded in a conversation seems far-fetched for researchers in the field of linguistics. This is why it is not surprising that volumes of research papers are devoted to natural language, both semantics and syntax. But aside from the said factors that interplay in a discourse, setting could also be equally important. Setting could affect the flow of the conversation, it could change the behaviors of the participants, or it could even dictate the theme of the discourse (Pariña, 2007). According to the article of Schegloff (1991), setting can be as much a part of what traditionally has been meant by “social structure” as attributes of the participants. Consequently, for example, when someone says that a talk is being conducted “on a city street” or “in a classroom”, what is intended is that the social structure is relevant. These characterizations summon particular aspects of the setting and not others. In fact, in the study of Dashwood (2005), it was claimed that teacher talk and talk in general generated by turns within the classroom discourse – were seen to have an impact on the learning context and tended to foster discussion when the teacher was conscious of the roles of questioning and of alternatives to questioning. Another is the study of Atkinson and Drew (1979) regarding courtroom setting and the turn-taking organization that transpired therein. The “courtroom-ness” seemed to organize the way in which talk was distributed among the persons present, among the categories of persons present, in the physical setting. Setting is clearly an unavoidable factor in understanding talk-in interaction. It is consequential for the shape, form, trajectory, content or character of the interaction (Schegloff, 1991). Even truth conditions of utterances are said to be altered depending on the discourse setting (Glanzberg, 2002). Another influential study which considered setting to be a factor in a ritualistic encounter is the study of LeBaron and Jones (2002). In their article Closing up closings: Showing the relevance of the social and material surround to the completion of interaction, phases or stages were 23
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unfolded in a chance reunion which they video-recorded. These phases are (1) greeting and acknowledgment of the prior relationship; (2) revisiting the relational history; and (3) closing the reunion by updating the relationship and projecting future possibilities for social interaction. The setting comes in terms of how the conversation was still carried and the phases completed despite the chaos in the background. This study is the same as that of Troll (1988), which identified four common functions of formal reunions, and these are: (a) to mark time (sometimes space) in ways that put individuals in touch with their past; (b) to reevaluate past events in light of present understanding; (c) to accomplish a sense of continuation into the future; and (d) to inaugurate new social statuses for participating individuals. However, the study of LeBaron and Jones analyzed only one occurrence of chance reunion, which makes the study somewhat questionable in terms of validity. Even if the study claimed to have taken a longer conversation as compared to the segments of interaction in other related studies, one instance may still not say much in terms of the structure that the study claimed. Although there are no hard and fast rules regarding this matter, I still believe that a researcher should at least try to come up with many instances before making a claim. Adopting the Slovin’s formula for sample population (presented as follows); n =



N 1+Ne2



Where:



N = population e = error (0.05) n = sample size



One can see that a researcher should always try to gather more than one sample for his study in order for the study to be highly applicable. Adopting a part of LeBaron and Jones’s study, I recorded and studied conversations in beauty salons. Why beauty salon? The same as the reason of LeBaron and Jones, I would like to observe conversations in a most natural setting, particularly chaotic or frenzied setting and also to see if conversations in a chaotic beauty salon follow the same stages as compared to that of a more placid one. A beauty salon, I believe, is one of the best settings for this type of study since what else could be most natural but the places where people do not have to follow strict decorum? The places that 24



Volume 9 No. 1, Agustus 2009 : 22-38 may be the same as beauty salons are market places or grocery stores; yet, a beauty salon is what I chose for the reason that I could lounge and stay longer in that place than in the other two places mentioned, thus being able to gather more data for the study. Aside from this fact, very few researches exist regarding discourse in beauty salons; in fact, I was lucky to have come across LeBaron and Jones’s study for, apparently, studies in such settings are not very popular in the field of conversation analysis. Replicating the study of LeBaron and Jones is tempting simply because a framework is already provided and the fact that they only used one datum for their analysis makes it open for alterations. Yet, admittedly, the possibility of encountering another chance reunion in a beauty salon is slim, so I decided to just observe the entire conversations that transpired in the said setting. There appears to be a widening interest in the field of conversational analysis. Among the names that surface in terms of rules that govern conversations is that of Emanual A. Schegloff. His study on conversational openings (1968) deals with coordinated entry. He claimed that what one can say to anyone, and how one must deal with anyone with whom one speaks, may imply fundamental assumptions about the rights and obligations mutually felt by members of a society. Another study that is similar to that of Schegloff deals with opening moves in informal Chinese conversations. The study discussed linguistic forms and pragmatic functions of opening moves that occurred in informal Chinese telephone conversations between female participants. The study suggested that existing semantic categories of phatic talk based on English are inadequate in light of the Chinese data featuring both address and relation-oriented themes (Sun, 2004). My study is similar to that of Schegloff simply because I also adopted conversational analysis with particular emphasis on setting. But unlike the study of Schegloff, I did not deal with openings but on the entire conversations in order to unfold the phases that are embedded within. Another study related to this paper in terms of approach is the one done by Alison Pilnick (2002) entitled The interactional organization of pharmacist consultations in a hospital setting: A putative structure. This study used transcripts of audio data collected from a hospital outpatient clinic, where patients and/or carers were given an opportunity to discuss with a pharmacist questions or problems arising from their therapy. The data were taken from a wider study of advice-giving by pharmacists in this setting. 25
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This study took only one encounter, which is considered a typical case, and the data were analyzed and presented in the light of the Conversational Analysis. Another recent related literature on this topic is the one by Almut Josepha Koester (2004). This study looked at the relational orientation that may be displayed in various types in interactional units, from longer stretches of talk down to individual turns in naturally-occurring office conversations. Specifically, Koester’s study looked at the smaller units of relationallyoriented talk referred to as ‘relational sequences’ or ‘relational turns,’ at the same time it attempted to account for these phenomena within task-oriented talk by combining a genre theoretic approach with a conversation analytical description of the local management of talk in-interaction (Koester, 2004). This study of Koester has a similarity to LeBaron and Jones, the framework I adopted, since both of them used only one conversation which already represented all instances of the genre they stand for. If in the article of LeBaron and Jones (2002), a chance encounter is analyzed to be ritualistic because it unfolded three recognizable phases, my paper provided a more generic, recognizable phases of the conversations that occur in beauty salons. In doing so more than five conversations were included in order to really unfurl the phases that are within. In addition, since I intended to make the phases more generic, meaning more applicable to most beauty salons, I believe that more conversations should be examined. As a result this study sought to answer the following questions: 1. What are the phases or stages that are embedded in beauty salon conversations? 2. How does the setting affect the conversation in beauty salons? 3. Does the length of the conversation dictate the topic or context that occurs in relation to phases?



2. METHODOLOGY 2.1. Material Conversations in a beauty salon are the data from which the phases or stages were identified. The setting was chosen based on the naturalness of 26



Volume 9 No. 1, Agustus 2009 : 22-38 the scenario. This is in line with the study of LeBaron and Jones (2002), which says that functions of behavior in a departure sequence may best be understood by analyzing their relationship to the social and physical situation in which they are involved. Though this study adopted the approach of LeBaron and Jones, it will not look at departures only but also at the entire discourse. Additionally, this study used only an audiotape recorder as opposed to the videotape recorder for having a video might affect the performance of the attendant. 2.2. Data Gathering Nine conversations were taped and transcribed for the study but only six were actually analyzed. Three of them came from a quieter beauty salon and the other three from more chaotic beauty salons. Phases, starting from the start of the conversation and not the greeting part till the end were analyzed in order to see if it is ritualistic just like the chance encounter in LeBaron and Jones’s (2002) study. The reason why the greeting part was not included was because in beauty salons, those who first meet the customers are not the actual attendants, therefore right after the customer stated the intended service, he/she will be passed to the actual attendant; thus the actual conversation is not that with the person who greets the customers. The setting, which plays an important role in the fulfillment of the study, was analyzed as well in order to see whether the setting dictates the changes in the conversations. Five out of the six conversations had me as one of the interlocutors; the reason for such is supported by Dessales’ (1992) argument that participating in the data allows the researcher an understanding from an ethical point of view, and it is the best way to have a perfect knowledge of the context. 2.3. Research Design This study used the descriptive-correlational method of research. It is a descriptive type of research since it is a fact-finding study with adequate and accurate enumeration, classification, analysis and interpretation of findings. It describes with emphasis what actually exists such as current conditions, practices, situations, or any phenomena (Calderon & Gonzales, 1993). Descriptive method analytically presents a given state of affairs as fully, carefully and meticulously as possible in the description of the phenomena (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1996).
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3. Results and Discussion There are three phases that were observed to always transpire in conversations inside a beauty salon. The phases are the following: The Acknowledgement Phase - when the attendant acknowledges something, whether positive or negative about the customer; The Suggestion Phase when the attendant gives a suggestion, which could enhance the physical aspect of the customer; and The Commercial Phase – the selling of products or other services of the salon to the customer. The first phase is when the attendant (A) acknowledges something about the customer (C). This phase I call the acknowledgment phase. In this phase, aside from the A inquiring about the service needed by the C, he (A) also acknowledges something, whether positive or negative, about the C. Notice that the A has already been oriented of the service needed by the C, yet he (A) still proceeds to ask about the service for he/she (C) might have a special request aside from the service “pre-agreed” upon since there are many varieties of one service offered in a beauty salon (e.g. there are many types of haircuts, there are many shades for a nail polish). Together with this phase is the acknowledgement of anything positive or negative about C is shown in instances 1 to 5 below: 3.1. The Acknowledgement Phase Instance 1 A: 1



gupit lang po [haircut only] C: 2 oo [yes] A: 3 ang ganda ng hair mo [your hair is beautiful] C: 4 ah talaga ano lang straight lang mga 1 inch [ah really straight cut only about 1 inch] The first instance is an illustration of phase 1. Here, A is about ready to do the service on C. But before doing so, he acknowledges the hair by complimenting it. It is important to note at this point that the service is haircut and so complimenting it is not out of context. Instance 2 28
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C: 2 A: 3



ipa try mo kayang magpa mud para baka sakaling pumuti yung mga daliri mo lang pala e [why don’t you try the mudpack they might become whiter since only your fingers are dark] oo nga [yes] baka sakali [just in case]



Another instance from a different conversation again shows the acknowledgement phase. Notice that although C has been complaining about the feet, C does not quite elaborate which specific parts of the feet are ugly (line 1). Therefore, this instance is a valid illustration of phase 1 since A does an acknowledgment after C mentioned the intended service. Instance 3 A: 1 yung kalyo nya buo buo [your callus are solid] C: 2 ano yan kaka high heels yan sa susunod nga papa mud ako para pumuti na paa ko [that is due to wearing too much high heels next time I will apply mud so they will become whiter] This instance occurrs in the middle of conversation 4: female A, who has remained quiet since the start of the service, suddenly acknowledges the calluses on the feet, thus fulfilling the phase. Thus, even when C is in the middle of the service already, this phase is still recognized since this is technically the start of the interaction. Instance 4 A: 1 C: 2 A: 3 C: 4
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side lang so hindi na tatanggalin yung cuticle [do the side part only do not remove the cuticle] oo [yes] para hindi sya kakapal side lang para hindi sya gano makapal [so it would not thicken] ang pangit nga ng daliri ko e ang pangit lagi lang yang ganyan pudpod
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[my fingers are ugly so i make sure that my nails are always well-trimmed] Instance 4 shows that A here is more relaxed even when it is just the start of the conversation. Phase 1 in this instance occurrs when A starts working on the fingers of the customer. Since she is oriented to the history of the customer in terms of the service being done, it is not very hard for her to fulfill phase 1. Yet as mentioned already, she seems relaxed for the conversation after the acknowledgment phase is performed longer than usual. In fact, the next topic after phase 1 is obviously the result of the acknowledgment. Although I claim that instance 4 is phase 1, some people may find it problematic. They may argue that she is giving a suggestion. But the context during the actual conversation suggests that if not for acknowledgment of A in the line 3, C will not acknowledge the shortcomings of her nails, thus leading to A giving a suggestion on how to remedy the problem. In fact, if one is to analyze the interaction, one will see that the conversation is supposed to have ended after C answers the question of A. Therefore, the next line after the answer is obviously an acknowledgment already of the particular body part that is under service of the attendant. Another problematic part of the instance is the fact that the question comes first before the acknowledgement phase. This is explained by using culture-based values of Filipinos. It would seem rude in the Philippine context if one is to talk about the flaws of the other. Thus, the question is perceived as a sequence to the acknowledgement and NOT as a separated phase. Instance 5 A2: 1 C2: 2



kelan pa po ba yan? (addressing C 2) one week pa lang po mahigit? (when is that one week or more?) oo (yes)



Instance 5 in conversation 7 is another example of phase 1. The situation is; C 2 is talking with another C. The attendant who is attending to C 2 tries to engage her in a conversation by acknowledging a part of her body, which will be serviced. As a result, the conversation between two Cs is cut since the other C has to address the acknowledgement. This instance is the most 30



Volume 9 No. 1, Agustus 2009 : 22-38 offbeat of all instances for it is in the occurrence of this instance that the setting is at the most chaotic. There are people speaking aloud in the background with matching background music. C is engaged in a conversation with someone else. Yet this phase transpire nevertheless, showing that setting does not affect the fulfillment of this phase. The instances illustrating phase 1 of the conversations in a beauty salon show that even if conversations are complex, there are still phases that people verbally perform which are the same in most instances. These phases on the other hand are appropriate in the setting and are highly possible to occur only in that particular setting, which in this case is a beauty salon. In the study of LeBaron and Jones (2002), it was found out that the phases in chance encounters would always take place no matter what the setting was. According to the study, the spontaneously performed chance encounter of the student and the teacher in a beauty salon still unfolded the sequence with the symmetry of butterfly wings which is contrasting and setting it apart from a more chaotic conversations within the salon (LeBaron & James, 2002). The context of the conversation in the fulfillment of the phase is also dictated by the setting. Phase 1, which is acknowledgement, is not just an acknowledgment of any sort. It should be an acknowledgement of the body part of C that is or will be the target of the service. Therefore acknowledging another aspect of C (handbag, cellphone) is inappropriate since the setting is unsuitable for such acknowledgment. The next phase that would always occur in a beauty salon conversation is when the attendant suggests something to the customer. This phase I will call the suggestion phase. Note that the suggestions of the attendants always have something to do with physical enhancement, which means that the attendant does not make any suggestion on how to live or how to be more spiritually rich for this is not suited to the setting. The instances also show that whether quiet or frenzied, this phase will still occur. 3.2. The Suggestion Phase Instance 1 C: 1
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pwede hindi ako magpapa shampoo okay lang gupit lang
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A: 2



(will it be okay not to get shampoo only haircut) maganda pag nagpa shampoo para maganda pag bagsak (it is better to have it shampooed to have better results)



This instance in conversation 2 shows that despite the request of C, A still gives a suggestion. Notice that the suggestion is directed toward beauty enhancement as signaled by line 2. The request of C in this situation is actually beneficial to A since no shampoo service is still the same price as shampoo service. Aside from that, A will be spared of additional cost but C still gets the same payment. Therefore, A’s suggestion fulfills the second phase as a phase that will always transpire even if the comfort of A is compromised. Instance 2 A: 1 C: 2 A: 3



ano yang foot spa mo ba? with matching mud o regular lang (is your foot spa regular or with mud) ay di ko alam e, na, ano pala e (I do not know) kasi meron yang yung mud ayun natatanggal yung skin mo tapos natatanggal yung toxin (because mud removes dead skin as well as toxins)



After the acknowledgment phase, C and A remain quiet during the service until A performs phase 2 by giving a suggestion about the problem of C regarding her feet. The suggestion here is again veered towards beauty enhancement, which is appropriate in a beauty salon setting. It is easy for this particular A to perform phase 2 since aside from the background music, no other loud noise is heard. Instance 3 A: 1



subukan nyong magpa haba para gumada (why don’t you try growing it so it will be more beautiful) C: 2 ha? (what?) A: 3 subukan nyong magpa haba (try growing your hair)
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Volume 9 No. 1, Agustus 2009 : 22-38 This instance is a continuation of instance 4 in the discussion of phase 1. Right after the acceptance of the acknowledgment of A, the suggestion is given. This suggestion is directly related to the body part of C that is being serviced by A. Again, it is not very hard for A in this conversation to perform this phase even if the background noise is loud simply because the service being performed is manicure which makes A and C close to each other and allows leaning forward if the noise becomes louder than it already is. Instance 4 C: 1 oo pag ganyan (yes just like that) A: 2 so kailangan may spray net (well you need spray net) In this instance, it can be seen that C suddenly notices that her hair service is almost finished, thus making the comment in line 1. The obvious liking of the service makes A give a suggestion that the hair service turns out well because of the use of spray net and thus a spray net should be used every time she would have her hair done. The setting of the conversation which is frenzied does not hinder A from giving her suggestion. This could only mean that setting, no matter how chaotic, does not affect the ritual of a conversation. In the instances analyzed so far, the attendants always fulfill the expected phases in a beauty-salon conversation. 3.3. The Commercial Phase The last phase, but not necessarily the least in sequence, is what I will call the commercial phase. This stage is the most fun phase to analyze since this part comes in many forms - from straightforward to subtle selling, whether of products or service. In this phase A always tries to sell either service or products to the customer. The only variety which will be seen here is the way A does the selling. Instance 1 A: 1
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upo ka muna ma’am may shampoo kami na pampa lambot
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(sit down first ma’am, we have shampoo which makes hair softer) C: 2 ah, e kaso nagmama dali ako e okay lang trim lang (ah, but I am in a hurry, I will just have a trim) A: 3 no binebenta naming (no we are selling it) C: 4 ah binebenta (ah you are selling it) It is clearly seen in instance 1 that A tries to sell a product to C when the service is almost fulfilled. A part of the conversation which is not included in instance 1 is when C asks about the agendum of the selling. The agendum behind is not even kept hidden to C for when C asks if they would receive a portion from the sales, may commission ba kayo dyan (do you have a commission), he readily admitts that he has. Therefore it is not confusing in this instance why phase 3 would always take place. It is not anymore new to regular beauty salon Cs to have As sell them products from the parlor. Some may be sincere in doing so, meaning they are really concerned in the part of C’s body which may improve “supposedly” with the use of the product they sell, though obviously instance 1 is not one of them. Aside from that, the same A complements the hair of C during the course of the conversation, meaning the primary reason given by A, pampalambot (softener) is not true, since obviously C does not need it. Of all the phases involved in beauty salon conversations, this phase is the one most likely to transpire no matter what the setting may be. If A really has plans to have additional income, setting becomes irrelevant, as long as A gets to have an additional commission. But then again setting is still a factor in this phase for the simple reason that A will not offer the products to passers-by. The setting has to be inside a beauty salon, in order for them to be able to offer their products and services.



Instance 2 A: 1



gagaling yan pag may sugat ka sa scrub namin gagaling yan (that will heal if you have a wound if you try our scrub) 34
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This instance, as compared to the first instance, is not selling a product; this instance is selling the continuous service to C, meaning he is building its credibility in order for C to continue coming back and have the same service. This type of selling may be mistaken for bragging. But bragging is one form of building oneself for the benefit of looking good to other people. Therefore, to say that instance 2 is selling and not bragging is safe since selling is not building oneself but other things, in this case the item being sold. The only difference perhaps is that bragging may not involve financial gains while selling does. Instance 3 A: 1



kaya dito dahan dahan lang kami kasi madali masusugatan manipis kaya side lang po kapag yung magpapa manicure (manicure service here is done slowly because of cases like yours who have thin skin and gets easily wounded)



This line, though it may appear innocent may actually be taken as selling in the most subtle way. A is trying to make the situation appear serious to C, and by doing so, she is also selling the safe manicure service of the beauty salon. Although a possible repercussion of this is that C will give a large tip or C will keep on coming back for her service. The emphasis on the thin skin of C shows C that hers is a special case and should only be handled by good manicurists. The result of this is for C to keep on coming back specifically to her so the problem will always be addressed. Instance 5 A: 1 C: 2



ako na lang san ka ba nakatira (I can do it where do you live) dyan lang sa Palanan malapit lang (somewhere near there in Palanan)



This instance is a direct illustration of phase 3, A tries to sell her own service to C outside of the beauty salon. The context of the conversation is, C is worried that she might not be able to find a good beauty salon for her early affair the next day. Since the beauty salon where she is in at the time is closed on Sundays, she tries to plea for it to open. In return, A providing her service tries to offer her own service apart from the beauty salon. This
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illustration shows that A is willing to go to great extents just to fulfill phase 3. 4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS The entire corpus is composed of nine conversations, two of which are extremely short, which did not allow me to extract much data. The very first from the eight was not included despite the length because that conversation was between C and a receptionist and not A. The last two conversations on the other hand are very long yet the phases illustrated in them are about the same in comparison to the other not so long conversations. This implies that there are three phases that are observed to be always present. The phases are the following: The Acknowledgement Phase - when the attendant acknowledges something about the customer, whether positive or negative, about the C. The Suggestion Phase - when the attendant gives a suggestion which could enhance the physical aspect of the customer. The Commercial Phase – the selling of products or other services of the salon to the customer. These phases can already be considered ritualistic. But then again, there are many varieties of the phases as shown in the instances. The commercial phase for example may come in many forms, but still, it is coated with the intention of selling. Another conclusion of my study is that setting dictates the kind of topic in a conversation. It determines what is appropriate from what is not. Direct selling, for example, whether products or services, may seem awkward if the setting is different, but because it is in a beauty salon, C may take it as natural and normal to take place. The study of the conversations in a beauty salon also shows that a phase is not dictated by the length of the conversation between Attendants and Customers as long as the phases are fulfilled. Basically, this paper is a pilot study of conversations in beauty salons. The phases that I have provided here may be tested on more beauty salon conversations. But I believe that I have provided a substantial data for the phases to be valid and generally generic to conversations inside a beauty salon.
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Volume 9 No. 1, Agustus 2009 : 22-38 This pilot study may be replicated in market places or tiangges (indigenous type of market in the Philippines) since I have the commercial phase, which is all about selling. Future researchers may want to see if tiangges, which happens to be a natural setting also affects the type of topic or the phases as in a beauty salon. As mentioned before, conversations may be very complex, but still there is some sort of order within it that makes it organized. This order is what future researchers should try to analyze. REFERENCES Atkinson, J.M., & Drew, P. (1979). Order in court: The organization of verbal interaction in judicial settings. Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities Press. Dashwood, A. (2005). Alternatives to questioning: Teacher role in classroom discussion. Asian EFL Journal 7(4), 9. Dessalles, J.L. (1998). On pragmatic competence. Noam Chomsky Celebration. MIT Press. Fraenkel, J.R., & Wallen, N.E. (1996). How to design and evaluate research in education (3rd Ed). New York: McGraw-Hill. Glanzberg, M. (2002). Context and discourse. Mind and Language 17(4), pp. 333-375. Koester, A.J. (2004). Relational sequences in work place genre. Journal of Pragmatics, 36(8), pp 1405-1428. LeBaron, C. D. & Jones S. E. (2002). Closing up closings: Showing the relevance of the social and material surround to the completion of interaction. Journal of Communication, 52(3), pp 542-565. Parina, J.C.M. (2007). Pronominal choice of selected Filipino household helpers. Unpublished dissertation. Pilnick, A. (2000). The interactional organization of pharmacist consultations in a hospital setting: A putative structure. Journal of Pragmatics, 33 (12), pp 1927-1945.
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